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INTRODUCTION
2022 was another significant year for Bardon Latrobe Football Club
(BLFC) both on and off the field in our growth towards an evolved
and sustainable club. Following the large increases in playing
members from 2020 to 2021, the club had a far more managed 10%
overall increase in playing members with an additional 4 female
teams.

Apart from running the club operations, the primary focus
of the committee this year was the strategic planning and
preparation to enable the club to sustainably manage these
playing numbers into the future, accommodate for the growth in
demand for girls in football whilst still providing a quality
experience for our members.

The club continues to be very fortunate to have a very capable,
stable and cohesive volunteer management committee with a high
level of corporate governance who have worked tirelessly in 2022.
From here, the committee and our volunteers continue to be focused
on delivering our vision for the development of Bardon Latrobe
Football Club, as articulated in our 2022-2025 strategic plan
Unfortunately, our lessee, the Brisbane City Council (BCC) have failed
to provide any practical support or meaningful feedback for this plan
and the club's proposed modifications to our lease.
These items are still in negotiation and we remain hopeful that this
may improve into 2023 as we continue to advocate for our members
and the local community.
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MEMBERSHIP

There was an overall 10% increase in playing numbers in Season 2022.
This increase was almost exclusively to accommodate the additional
demand in girls wishing to play football.
The 86 teams comprised 71 MiniRoos (U6-U12) teams, 5 Junior teams
(U13-U18) and 11 Senior teams. In addition, we ran a kindy soccer
program (aka Squirts) running throughout the season. This
represented an increase of 4 teams all female. Noting that Season
2022 involved the addition of U12s to the MiniRoos competition.
A total of 967 playing members were registered at the club in 2022:
Kindy Soccer 30 (30), MiniRoos 658 (617), Juniors 76 (64) and Seniors
203 (187). (2021 number, normalised to include U12s within MiniRoos).
This season had an increase in female teams from 8 in 2021 to 12 in
2022.
These player numbers have placed pressure on the capacity of our
fields to accommodate both training and playing. The experience from
the 2021 season and the issues we have encountered in managing the
2022 playing numbers led directly into the strategic planning process
performed throughout 2022.

Girls in
football

80% of increase
due to U6-U11
girls

From an operational aspect the club continued the implementation
and use of new club administration software, Majestri. It enabled the
earlier opening of registrations, running two school holiday clinics in
April and July and a kindy program, running social events and a higher
level of communication to our members and team coaches and
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managers.

STRATEGIC PLANNING
Over the past five years, BLFC has been working extremely hard
to improve the sport fields and facilities at Bowman Park to cater
for the increasing demands of the local community. The club
delivered on almost all of the initiatives identified in the 20182021 plan including a renovated clubhouse, new changerooms, a
new facilities shed, commencement of our lighting upgrade and
program of field works backed by a high-level of financial control
and corporate governance.
From February - May, 2022, the club performed an update
producing a draft 2022-2025 Strategic Plan and submitted this
for review in May, 2022. The key focus of the plan has been
management and sustainability, all directed at continuing to
provide a wonderful community football club, enabling a more
inclusive, diverse and well managed facility whilst managing and
reducing the impact on the surrounding community.
Amongst other initiatives, the strategic plan identified an urgent
need to reconfigure the playing fields at Bowman Park creating
two full fields (including additional Junior and MiniRoos fields) to
cater for the current membership and allow increased flexibility
of match times.

The creation of two full fields required the removal and relocation
of the cricket pitch at Bowman Park noting that BLFC remain
supportive of cricket continuing at Bowman Park but in a more
optimised format.
Throughout the strategic planning process, BLFC consulted with the
State and Council Sports & Recreational departments and also
Queensland Cricket. They recommended removing an existing turf
wicket block (which is in a poor state, weedy and uneven), leveling
this area and reinstating it with a high quality sports field couch.
Queensland Cricket then proposed installing a state of the art
synthetic wicket in the centre of the sports field positioned
between two main fields which can be used by the local community
and cricket clubs.
Unfortunately, our lessee, the Brisbane City Council have not
supported many of the initiatives included in our plan. This has in
part been related to the council’s indecision over the future of the
West Brisbane Cricket Club (WBCC) at the venue but more broadly
on the council’s inability to actively engage and show leadership for
the future strategic direction of BLFC and the community.
The 2022-2025 strategic plan identifies a number of future works
that will underpin the sustainability of the club. These include
1. Upgrade of the field lightning to LED system providing a more
efficient, flexible (competition grade), less light pollution facility
2. Creation of two main fields through re-location and creation of
a single lane cricket pitch between the fields.
3. Creation of a roof over the terrace closest to the car park
4. Increased seating for our spectators and members
5. Creation of a multi-use synthetic quarter size field
The 2022-2025 Strategic Plan remains BLFC’s plan for the future of
the club focused on longer term support of the club and the
community.

INFRASTRUCTURE & FIELDS
Infrastructure works continued throughout 2022 consisting of the
preparation and commencement of the lighting upgrade project in
September, 2022 which along with the planned creation of two fields
and access to external fields forms the strategy to sustainably
manage the club’s existing membership base.
The MiniRoos and Juniors' fields on the Bowman Parade side of
Bowman Park had progressively worsened over the past 3-5 years
due to player load and the inconsistent grass varieties.
The club performed a major upgrade of the Bowman Parade side of
Bowman Park between November, 2021 to March, 2022 including all
of the MiniRoos fields and part of the main field. The $140K project
involved a full upgrade of the surface to a more advanced, wear
resistant grass variety called Tiff Tuff. Following a full season of play
in Season 2022 on this new section of field with slightly increased
numbers, the performance of this part of the oval has been far more
improved and highly encouraging for the club going forward.
Consequently BLFC have locked in the upgrade of the rest of the oval
(the main field in front of the clubhouse) commencing in November,
2022.
As mentioned earlier, the committee continues to advocate strongly
with the Brisbane City Council to be given the ability to alter the
layout of the oval to accommodate two full football fields.
Apart from the two field strategy previously mentioned, managing
the playing fields at Bowman Park is a multi-pronged management
strategy. This was also supported by the creation of the Bardon
Latrobe Football Club Field Availability strategy which informs the
better management of the fields and requirement for alternative
training venues. The committee continues in approaches in
agreements with other surrounding clubs and schools
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SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

Again the club enjoyed a wonderful year of social activities. This included
regular Friday afternoon and evening social occasions which started with
our Friday kindy sessions, the occasional Friday night MiniRoos game then
two Overs games. These Friday formed a real social focus for the club.
The regular third half celebration on Friday nights were well attended and
we also had large numbers in attendance for the MiniRoos, Juniors
presentation days held at the club house this year and the Senior’s
Presentation afternoon/evening which was held in late October.
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SPONSORSHIP AND JERSEYS
The playing jersey remained the
same this year whilst once again
we created and distributed a
new cobalt blue training jersey
for 2022. Due to the increase in
player numbers, we had to order
some additional playing and
training jerseys only weeks out
from the start of the season.
We would also like to thank the
many other local businesses who
partnered with BLFC in 2022
enabling the club to provide a
complimentary training jersey
included in their membership
package. The arrangements with
sponsors are well progressed for
season 2023.
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VOLUNTEERS
We would like to thank again all the volunteers at the club.
These included the committee and subcommittee members, the
coaches, the managers, the ground and match officials and mums
and dads who helped set up the field and serve in the canteen each
week.
Without these the club would cease to exist.
.

GEORGES RIVER TOUR
Plans to celebrate the 50-year anniversary of touring teams visiting and
hosting Georges River FC were sidelined in 2021 due to COVID-19.
This year provided the opportunity for two visits from George’s River,
one catch up one in April and another in July. George’s River’s spirit and
commitment were on display and with BLFC’s hospitality making each
visit a memorable occasion and keeping this wonderful tradition alive.
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ON FIELD SUCCESSES
We would like to thank all the coaches at BLFC in 2022 who have
provided exceptional coaching and ensured a high standard of
football has been played at all levels and to the managers who
enable this to occur.
The significant increase in the MiniRoos girls players and teams
augers well with the club strategy of supporting the involvement
of girls in football. Whilst results are not recorded in the MiniRoos
competition, Bardon teams always proved formidable but
emphasizing the club culture of sportsmanship and fairness.
A summary of the performance of the Juniors and Seniors BLFC
teams is as follows
The Under 13 Div 2, Div 4 Boys teams and the Under 13 Div 2
Girls team all performed competitively throughout the year
and just missed out on qualifying for finals
The Under 16 Div 2 Boys team finished 3rd and but lost in a
very close semi final in the last few minutes
The Under 18 Div 2 Boys team performed admirably in a very
challenging division
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The successful 2021 U16 girl’s cohort joined with additional
players to enter into the Women’s Metro Division 4. They were
end of season premiers but unfortunately went out in a
knockout semi final penalty shoot out
The Men’s Metro Div 6 had a tremendous season winning both
the Premiership and the Grand Final in style
The Men’s Metro Div 9 ended up second on the ladder and
unfortunately lost in the final
BLFC’s FQPL5 Men’s Team had a very difficult season but in the
end have managed to avoid relegation and remain in FQPL5 for
next year. Special mention must go to Zoe Bickerstaff for her
hard work under difficult conditions in Season 2022.
The Men’s Over 35s Div 1 had a tough season in a very
competitive division but fortunately just avoided relegation to
build for next year
The Men’s Over 35s Div 2 finished 2nd on the competition
ladder and narrowly lost in the semifinal
The Men’s Over 35s Div 4 and Div 6 teams both performed
admirably and finished mid table
The Men’s Over 45s Div 2 finished mid table and just missed out
finals
The Women’s Over 30s Bolts had another wonderful season
where they continued to improve, and display a comradery
second to none.

FINANCIALS

The club again finished the year with a very strong balance sheet
enabling us to invest into field major remediation and
infrastructure project funding or grant contribution.
A full financial report has been compiled by our treasurer and will
be independently audited and made available to our members.
Our grants team continue to work tirelessly to secure funding for
further infrastructure projects as outlined above.
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FINAL COMMENT
After two years as president of Bardon Latrobe Football Club, I have
elected to step down and pass the baton onto another dedicated
member of the BLFC team.
I am very proud and amazed at what the club has accomplished not
only this year but in the two years of my presidency and how we
have worked together to enable our members the opportunity to
play football and experience the many wonderful things that a
community sporting organisation provides.
I sincerely thank my team of devoted, hardworking skilled
committee members and the broader group of volunteers for their
effort and energy in this process. I would also like to acknowledge
the state member for Cooper, Jonty Bush for her proactive support
and advocacy for the club.
Over the last few years, the club has grown from a playing
membership of 677 in 2020 to 967 in 2022, an increase in teams
from 62 to 86 and an increase in female teams from 4 to 12 and
players from 110 to 216.
Whilst this has provided the opportunity for so many more children,
their families and adults, it has also highlighted the urgent need to
improve the available sporting fields and facilities to accommodate
this. The committee and club have responded through the delivery
of items in our 2018-2021 strategic plan and developing a vision,
strategic plan and initiatives for 2022-2025.
Unfortunately, a number of these key initiatives remain stalled with
our Brisbane City Council councillor and officers who are more
focused on ensuring compliance than providing actual support for
the club.
The demand for community sport is high. The desire for hard
working volunteers such as Bardon Latrobe Football Club to provide
community sport for our families is higher than ever.

In a model where leases are granted to community sporting
organisations such as Bardon Latrobe Football Club to perform all of
the creation, management and maintenance of the facilities and fields
there needs to be a far higher level of accountability and support from
the Brisbane City Council to enable this to occur.
This is something that the committee and I have been advocating and
escalating and over time are confident that our efforts will not go down
in vain.
Irrespective, moving forward the club is fortunate to have an excellent
community spirit, a proud history and renewed emphasis on
sustainability and succession which ensures no matter what
Bardon Latrobe Football Club will continue to have a very bright and
secure future.
My time as president has been special and allowed me the opportunity
to contribute to the wonderful legacy of a great inner city sporting
organisation and the sense of community that goes with this.
I thank our members for this opportunity.

MICHAEL WATTS
PRESIDENT

